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Introduction 

Considering the existing problem in the implementation of the conservation planning of 
traditional architecture and settlements’ features in China, significant practicability and 
operability are still expected. As same as other historic districts with pressing demands for 
renovation, Gunanjie Street, in Yixing, China, is also facing a huge gap between general 
design and detailed implementation of the conservation planning. 

This study focused on the approach to format a reasonable guideline in an objective 
perspective. In research, a new building facade description and evaluation system has been 
developed by using the intelligent information data technology to code and describe the 
morphological features of historical characteristic as the database and using the data mining 
to extract rules of traditional facade elements and their combination modes. Accordingly, the 
referable facades were generated by program. Meanwhile, the total cost of renovation could 
be calculated automatically based on morphological features with corresponding 
constructions, materials and labor charges, contributing to establish the acceptance 
evaluation and compensation decision [1].  

The current researches of heritage conservation have applied Rough Set Theory and 
programming to morphological analysis and design as tools [2], [3], [4]. Especially in building 
surface and performance, programmable tools were used more frequently. The innovation of 
this study is combining knowledge discovery with generative design by a digital link to 
explore the solution for the problems mentioned above. 

Main Methods and Tools 

1. Questionnaire survey was used to attain the judgement of buildings. The data collected 
was analyzed as the basis of sensibility evaluation. 

2. Rough Set Theory is one of powerful tools to deal with fuzzy uncertainty applied to 
various fields, especially in data mining and machine learning [5]. It was employed to 
discovery knowledge and extract characteristics and rules of traditional facade and 
historical feature in this study. 
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3. Processing is an open-source programing language widely used for digital art and visual 
design [4]. Considering its superiority of graphic processing, the generation program in 
this study was written in Processing.  

Research Process 

1. Present Status surveying and mapping 
Each house on the street was photographed and the whole street facade images were 
built by splicing the photographs through surveying and mapping (Fig. 1). 

 

 

 

2. Sensibility evaluation employing Rough Set Theory [2], [3] 
48 samples were selected to represent all buildings, presented in the questionnaire for 
traditionality assessment investigation to respondents with and without an architectural 
background (Fig. 2). At the meantime, the facade was decomposed in to variety of 
elements and combination modes [6], [7], [8], coding for an evaluation form with survey 
result (Fig. 3). In other word, the facade was described by coding matrix, which can be 
learned by computer (Table 1). Then, the coding matrix would be calculated to induce 
decision of problem by knowledge reduction and rule mining based on Rough Set Theory, 
which can extract rules of traditional facade elements and their combination modes (Fig. 
4) [5]. 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 2: Questionnaire   Fig. 3: Facade elements    Fig. 4: Rough set calculation software interface

Fig. 1: A part of mosaic street facade
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Table 1: Evaluation result of facade traditionality
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3. Digital generation by programming based on Processing [4] 
Through programing in Processing development environment, present facade status 
drawn in 3dm format could be read by layer to further processing (Fig. 5).  Redundancy 
elements could be eliminated and expected traditional elements could match in 
appropriate locations according to rules at present. The generation result after 
optimization could be used as referable facades in the guideline (Fig. 6). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Repair cost automatic calculation according to construction and details 
Because each facade element corresponds to a construction technology and cost 
accordingly, total cost could be calculated automatically during the generation process, 
which helps to acceptance evaluation and compensation decision. 

5. Guideline compilation [9], [10] 

Discussion 

It should be noted that this study is still primary, some deliberations still needed. Firstly, for 
example, more samples are needed. Secondly, elements classification must be objective and 
recognized according to local tradition and features. In addition, more functions and code 
optimization of generation program are expected. What’s more, some other effective 
algorithms also could be used in the future. And the relationship between guideline and 
policy in social perspective is also a possible direction of further research.  

Conclusion 

This study aims to establish a building facade description system and historical feature 
analysis method by using Rough Set Theory and Processing. The procedure and result can 
be used as a relative universal tool in guideline compilation, acceptance evaluation and 
compensation decision, expected to improve the serious situation of historical districts 
conservation in China.  

 
 

Fig. 5: Processing software interface with generative facade 

Fig. 6: A part of referable facade
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